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Abstract

Time is an essential component in interac-

tive multimedia documents (or systems). We

present the elastic time model for multimedia

documents. Using the metaphor of a spring sys-

tem, it allows authors to associate with each
multimedia object a minimum and a maximum
length and a length at rest. Authors can con-

nect the (elastic) objects by de�ning temporal
relationships among them. If the given speci-
�cation is consistent, a document is produced
which is also elastic, with a minimum, a maxi-
mum, and an optimal length. As such, our elas-
tic model associates with a document a range of

feasible solutions in addition to an optimal one.
The author can then select from the acceptable
range an alternative length for the document,
and the system will compute a revised solution
that takes the additional global constraint into

e�ect. The system can answer questions, such
as: \Can I show this multimedia presentation
in 10 minutes? If so, how should all the ob-

jects be scheduled?" Furthermore, the system
also takes fairness into consideration and dis-

tributes any necessary stretching or shrinking
across multimedia objects contained in a docu-

ment. As such, the elastic time model provides
expressive power and exibility in document au-
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thoring and browsing. The proposed approach

has been implemented in Smalltalk/OS2.

KEYWORDS:Multimedia documents, multi-

media authoring, elastic time model, temporal

constraint systems, linear programming.

1 Introduction

Multimedia authoring is a process of ordering a
set of multimedia objects, such as video seg-
ments, images, graphics, audio segments, or

text segments. Ordering of objects can be done
in the temporal dimension as well as in the spa-
tial dimension. In this paper, we discuss the
problem of obtaining a temporal layout, or a
schedule.

Time is an essential dimension in a multi-
media system. Temporal synchronization is-
sues in authoring multimedia documents have
motivated considerable research activities [6,
17, 9, 14, 2, 3, 5]. Reasoning about time has

also been the focus of much of research activi-

ties within Arti�cial Intelligence, and many for-
malisms have been proposed for temporal rea-
soning [1, 4]. Most notably, James Allen's in-

terval algebra [1] has received much attention

for its simplicity. Allen introduced an interval-
based temporal logic based on 13 possible rela-

tionships between a pair of intervals, and pro-
posed a reasoning algorithm based on constraint

propagation.
Allen-style constraint networks, which deal

only with qualitative information, have been

integrated with metric information in a
constraint-based reasoning system in [4]. The

system allows uncertainties in the representa-
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tion of time. Events are represented by time

intervals, each of which is bounded by its min-

imum duration and the maximum duration. If

the network (of events) is consistent, the system

produces two sets of answers: a set of earliest

possible times and a set of latest possible times.

The algorithm is polynomial, but it is limited

in that the nature of the solutions is extreme.

The solutions consist of times that tend to be

either minimum or maximum.

In recent years, the notion of stretching

and/or shrinking durations has been explored

to obtain a temporal layout of a multimedia

document [3, 8, 19]. In the Firey system [3],

each media item contains two or more events:

the start, end and possibly some internal events.
The duration between two temporally adjacent
events within a media item is represented by a
triple of three values: minimum, optimum, and

maximum durations. Media items provide sep-
arate stretching and shrinking costs that specify
the penalty for selecting a duration other than
the optimum. An author can connect a pair of
events by a temporal relationship. Given the

temporal constraints, the scheduler solves the
problem of assigning times to the events using
the linear programming technique. A system
such as this can deal with various media items
with some exibility. But it is limited in that
it computes only one solution for a given set

of constraints. To �nd another consistent solu-
tion that might exist, authors must alter indi-
vidual stretching and shrinking costs and solve
the problem again.

In this paper, we describe the elastic time

model that deals with temporal uncertainties

while avoiding the extreme bounding values. It
provides multimedia documents with exibility
at various levels of integration. It produces an

optimal solution while stretching or shrinking

the objects and satisfying the constraints (as
in [3]). In addition, it provides authors with

a range of solutions, giving them the capabili-
ties for interactively re�ning the design of the

document. If desired, authors can select from

the range of solutions an alternative length for

the document, and the system will compute a

revised solution. The system can answer ques-

tions such as: \Given these objects and the

relationships, can I show this multimedia pre-

sentation in 10 minutes? If so, what is the

best way?" Furthermore, the elastic timemodel

also provides a framework for achieving fairness

in distributing necessary stretching or shrinking

across the multimedia objects. This paradigm

of authoring with elastic time has been imple-

mented as part of the Isis authoring environ-

ment [10, 12, 16]. Details of the technical back-

ground may be found elsewhere [10, 16], and in

this paper we focus on the elastic time model.

The next section describes elastic stories.

Four temporal relations are de�ned. A simple
example is given. In Section 3, we formulate
part of our problem as a minimization problem
in linear programming to obtain a minimal cost
solution. In Section 4, we address the \fairness"
issue in scheduling multimedia objects. A short

discussion is provided summarizing our experi-
ences in Section 5, and conclusions are given in
Section 6.

2 Elastic Stories

Consider a multimedia document consisting of
a number of multimedia objects, which we will
call a story. Suppose that it takes 20 minutes

to present, but it may take 10 minutes if ev-
erything is shown at its fastest speed, and 25

minutes at the slowest speed, and suppose that

we have only 15 minutes to deliver the mate-
rial. Since 15 falls into the acceptable range, 10

- 25, we know that there is a solution, which
will be a bit faster than the usual 20 minutes.

The challenge is to obtain a solution by stretch-
ing or shrinking the speeds of the objects within

their de�ned ranges, while keeping them as close
as possible to their optimal speeds. Note that

stretching or shrinking does not always mean

altering the speed; it may also be achieved by
adjusting the length, e.g., some portions of au-

dio can be skipped, or the last frame of a video



can be frozen for some time.

We view a multimedia document as a set

of connected springs, where each spring is

stretched or shrunk according to the forces

given. As a spring has tendency to return to its

length at rest, a multimedia object may stretch

or shrink when necessary and by a smallest de-

gree possible. Then, building a story involves

de�ning (elastic) time intervals and connecting

them by using temporal relations. In the rest

of this section, we describe the temporal speci�-

cation of elastic stories and their scheduling for

presentation. We use a simple example to illus-

trate the advantages of using the elastic time

model.

2.1 Temporal Speci�cation

We base our speci�cation language on Allen's

temporal algebra[1], and take time intervals
as primitives. To capture metric information
and to provide exibility in dealing with time,
we associate with each time interval a triple
of lengths. Associating with a time inter-

val a triple of time estimates has a long his-
tory. PERT (Program Evaluation and Review
Technique[13]), a classical project management
tool, starts with three time estimates: most
optimistic, most pessimistic, and most likely.

They are then combined algebraically to a sin-
gle value, to the expected elapsed time, using
a weighted average. PERT enables users to see
where they can save time and where they can

let the schedule slide.

Let a multimedia objectm be associated with
a triple of lengths, or durations:

(�m; �m; !m);

�m � �m � !m;

such that mmay be presented over a time inter-

val Im whose length falls in the range bounded

by a minimum�m and a maximum!m, and that

�m is the most desirable, or optimal length. We

call this triple three spring constants for obvi-
ous reasons. We say that objectm is stretchable

if �m < !m, and �xed otherwise.

We now give a basic set of primitive relations

that can hold between any number of objects:

� co-start(m1; : : : ;mn): time intervals

Im1; : : : ; Imn share the same beginnings,

� co-end(m1; : : : ;mn): time intervals

Im1; : : : ; Imn share the same ends,

� meet(m1; : : : ;mn): time intervals Imi is

before Imj, i; j = 1; : : : ; n; i < j; and if

i + 1 = j, the end of Imi is shared by Imj

as its beginning.

Note that mi can be a \dummy"object such

that it has nothing to show or play, but it may

be associated with a range of non-zero intervals.

Such an object can be used to cause a time de-
lay. With this, relationships such as overlap can

also be expressed using the above primitives.
In addition to the above three relations we

add the following relation:

� co-occur(m1;m2) : time interval Imi is set

to be the same as that of Imj.

Certain types of multimedia objects, such as
images or text, have no intrinsic time intervals
associated with them. Let mi be such an ob-

ject. Then mi can be included as part of a story
by setting the corresponding range of intervals.
This can be done either by explicitly specifying
a minimum, a maximum, and an optimal value
for the object, or by using the co-occur rela-

tion. The co-occur(mi;mj) relation means both
co-start(mi;mj) and co-end(mi;mj). More,

certain objects may have associated with them

exible time lengths; the co-occur relation can
also be used to synchronize those objects either

by stretching or compressing them.
See Figure 1 for a graphical illustration of the

four temporal relations. We represent multi-
media objects visually using the simple build-

ing block metaphor. Multimedia objects are
treated as electronic building blocks, or time-

boxes, such that the lengths of the time-boxes

are proportional to the (optimal) lengths of the
corresponding objects. Two short video ob-

jects, \sneeze" and \cough", are represented by



Figure 1: Four temporal relations for building

elastic stories

two elastic time-boxes, with the following spring

constants:

min opt max

sneeze 3.4 3.4 7.0
cough 5.0 6.8 9.0

They can start together (co-start: indicated by
connecting their left ends with a bracket); end
together (co-end: indicated by connecting their

right ends); start together and end together
(co-occur: indicated by connecting both ends),
or one can follow the other (meet). As \sneeze"
is shorter than \cough" and is stretchable, the
co-occur resulted in stretching the \sneeze" to
the same length as the \cough".

A time interval can be viewed as a pair of
two end-points. We call the two end-points of
Im, start(Im) and end(Im), where start(Im) <
end(Im). The values of start(Im) and end(Im)
are relative with respect to the corresponding

story S:We say that a time interval Im is instan-
tiated with respect to a story S; when start(Im)

and end(Im) are set with respect to S.
Then, given a set of objects M for a story S,

to �nd an \optimal-showing" of S is to �nd for

all m 2 M corresponding instantiations which

minimally deviate from their optimal lengths

while satisfying all the constraints.

2.2 An Example

Consider a multimedia story with the following

set of objects and the corresponding spring con-

Figure 2: Selecting the co-start relation on

\pond"

stants (in seconds):

Type Min Opt Max

baloo text 3.0 3.0 15.0
pond video 7.0 9.9 14.0
delay time delay 1.0 3.0 5.0
waltz sound 10.0 10.0 10.0

bear drawing 3.0 3.0 20.0

The following relationships are given among
them:

co-start (bear, delay)

meet (delay, baloo)
co-end (pond, baloo)
co-start (pond, waltz)

co-end (waltz, bear)

The graphical user interface for the Isis sys-
tem allows authors to directly manipulate time-
boxes; authors can drag and drop time-boxes,

resize, connect, separate, or remove them. The

system also provides a menu-based interface for

simplicity. To relate \pond" and \waltz" by the

relation co-start, the author simply touches the
\pond" time-box to get a menu of choices: the

four relations, separate, remove, and duration

(Figure 2). The choice duration allows the

author to modify the spring constants. Upon

touching the co-start, the menu disappears, and

a time-box with a question mark(?) appears

(Figure 3). As the author touches the \waltz"
box, it replaces the \?" box, and the co-start



Figure 3: Relating \pond" and \waltz" by

co-start

relationship is established between \pond" and

\waltz".

Because there is a solution that satis�es all
the constraints, a story is created. The time-
box representation of the optimal solution of the
story \Baloo the bear" is shown in Figure 4.1 As
summarized in Table 1, it takes 10 seconds to
present the optimal instance of the story. The

lower and the upper bounds on the durations
of the story are also obtained, 10 and 20 sec-
onds, respectively. In the example, the lower
bound happened to coincide with the optimum.
If desired, the author can then choose a new so-

lution within the range and re�ne the design of
the document, as we shall see shortly.

2.3 Solutions for an Elastic

Story

A solution to a constraint satisfaction problem

is an assignment of values to all variables satis-
fying all constraints. The problem is to �nd one
or all solutions. Our goal is to �nd a range of

solutions bounded by a minimum and a max-

imum, and also identify an optimum solution.

We let an optimum solution be an assignment

of times to objects, such that the sum of the

1Note that the time-box layout algorithmwe use pro-

vides a visual approximation of the corresponding ob-

jects. Unfortunately, our current algorithm cannot al-

ways align the time-boxes accurately, although all de-

picted constraints have been satis�ed.

Figure 4: The optimal (10 second) solution of

the story

Figure 5: Author can reset the length of a story

amounts stretched or shrunk is minimal. Thus,
the system can answer questions such as:

What is the shortest, longest, and optimal
time it takes to present this story?

Can this story be presented in time T ? If so,

what is the best way?

Returning to our example, our method �nds

the triple of lengths (10, 10, 20) for the story

\Baloo the bear"; it will take a minimum of
10 seconds, a maximum of 20 seconds to play

the story, and ideally, it will take 10 seconds.
But the author can shrink the story or stretch

it (Figure 5). Setting the length of the story to
15 seconds (Figure 6), a new schedule (or in-

stance) of the story is now available. The time-

box representation of the new instance of the
story is shown in Figure 7. Compare the two

instances of the story in Figure 4 and Figure 7,



10 second 15 second

length o�set length o�set

baloo 3.0 6.9 7.1 4.9

pond 9.9 0.0 7.0 5.0

delay 1.0 5.9 4.9 0.0
waltz 10.0 0.0 10.0 5.0

bear 4.1 5.9 15.0 0.0

Table 1: 10 and 15 second solutions as shown

in Figure 4 and in Figure 7

Figure 6: Adjusting the duration of the story

one without an added global constraint and the

other with a global constraint added, respec-
tively. According to our optimality criteria, the
10 second solution is the optimal solution, and
the 15 second solution costs more, in the sense
that the objects deviate more from their opti-

mum lengths. But the 15 second solution might
provide a more suitable design under certain sit-
uations.

Let M be a set of multimedia objects, and
R be a set of temporal constraints given among

M . Given M and R, the problem of produc-

Figure 7: The 15 second solution of the story

with a global constraint

ing a story S is to obtain the spring constants

(�S; �S ; !S) for S, i.e., the optimal duration and

the upper and the lower bounds on the dura-

tions. Furthermore, the problem is also to ob-

tain for a time T , such that �S � T � !S , a

schedule of story S, or an instance of S of length

T , such that the schedule is consistent with the

given constraints.

A story is modeled by the temporal constraint

network reecting the temporal relationships

and the minimum and the maximum durations

of the objects as in [4, 10]. The system uses the

all-pairs shortest paths algorithm, which com-

putes between any two time points the mini-

mum and the maximum possible duration. The

lower bound, �S, can be obtained by taking the

maximum of all such minimum durations, and
the upper bound, !S , by taking the maximum
of all such maximum durations.

An optimum duration, �S, is the duration of

the minimum cost schedule. A method for ob-
taining a minimal cost (optimal) solution is de-
scribed in Section 3. Section 3.4 describes a
method of obtaining a solution with a global
constraint T added.

3 Minimal Cost Schedul-

ing

In this section we present an approach to solve
the problem of obtaining the optimal solution

for an elastic story. We formulate the prob-

lem as a minimization problem in linear pro-
gramming. We generate a set of algebraic equa-

tions from a given set of temporal relationships

among the objects. The equations are then used
as constraints in solving the minimization prob-
lem. A method is described that allows authors

to reset the length of a story that has already

been generated.

3.1 Formulating the Problem

Let S be a multimedia story de�ned by a set

of multimedia objects M , and a set of tem-



poral relations R among M . Furthermore, let

(�m; �m; !m) denote the spring constants asso-

ciated with multimedia object m 2 M . For

each objectm, a cost function is associated. Let

cost(Im) denote the cost to play an object m for

Im time unit:

cost(Im) =

(
jIm � �mj if �m � Im � !m

1; otherwise.

Then our problem is to minimize the total

sum of costs:

cost(IS) =
nX

m=1

cost(Im): (1)

We have associated a cost function with each
Im for m, and that the solution we are after has

associated with it cost(IS) which minimizes the
sum of all cost(Im). Note that we have made
a simplifying assumption that the cost is uni-
form across media types. This assumption can
change and the cost function can be made sub-

ject to certain nonlinear costs, or relative weight
as in [3].

3.2 The Temporal Graph

We proceed by representing the objects and the
temporal constraints in R as a directed graph,
which we call a temporal graph. From the tem-

poral graph, we obtain a set of algebraic equa-
tions that we use as constraints in solving the
minimization problem.

The temporal graph for story S, denoted by
G(S), consisting of a set of nodes N =M [M 0

and a set of directed edges E, can be con-

structed as shown below. The sets � and �

in the algorithm are used to identify the �rst
and the last events of the story for the purpose
of constraining the global length in Section 3.4.

1. For each relationship inR, do the following:

� for each meet(mi;mj) 2 R, add an
edge (mi ! mj) to E,

� for each co-start(mi;mj), add two

edges (mk ! mi), (mk ! mj)

to E if there exists mk such that

meet(mk;mi) or meet(mk;mj). Oth-

erwise, mk be a null node with zero

lengths (0; 0; 0), add it toM 0, and add

the two edges (mk ! mi), (mk ! mj)

to E.

� for each co-end(mi;mj), add two

edges (mi ! mk), (mj ! mk) to E if

there is mk such that meet(mi;mk) or

meet(mj;mk). Otherwise, let mk be

a null node with zero lengths (0; 0; 0),

add it to M 0, and add the two edges

(mk ! mi), (mk ! mj) to E.

� for each co-occur(mi;mj), treat it

the same way as co-start(mi;mj) and

co-end(mi;mj).

2. Add head and tail and relevant nodes:

� construct � a set of starting objects:
for each node mk which has indegree
0, insert it to � if mk is a null object
(with zero lengths). Otherwise insert

a null object, start:nullk, to � and to
M 0, and insert an edge,(start:nullk !
mk ) to E.

� construct � a set of ending objects:
for each node, mk, which has outde-

gree 0, insert it to � if mk is a null
object. Otherwise insert a null object,
end:nullk, to � and to M 0 , and insert
an edge, (mk ! end:nullk) to E.

� for each object in � and �, associate
a triple of lengths, (0; 0;1).

� add a node head to M 0, and (head!
mk), for each mk 2 � to E. Similarly,

add a node tail to M 0, and (mk !

tail) for each mk 2 � to E. Both are
of length (0, 0, 0).

In the temporal graph, the direction of the
arrow represents the ow of time. The graph

thus constructed does not have directed cycles.

If there is one, it means that the con�guration is
not consistent since time is not reversible. The

temporal graph of the story \Baloo the bear" in



m1 m2

m3

m4

m5

tail
n7

n6

n9

n8

delay balboo

pond

waltz

bear

head

Figure 8: Temporal Graph

Section 2.2 is shown in Figure 8. Each solid cir-

cle, m1; :::;m5, represents the media objects in

the story, i.e. delay,..., bear. Each dashed circle
represents the null objects inserted to construct
the graph. Here the set � is fn6; n7g and the
set � is fn8; n9g.

3.3 Solving the Problem

To �nd a minimum cost scheduling for a given
story S, we generate a set of equations from
the corresponding temporal graph G(S). We
generate an equation

Xi + � � �+Xk = Xl + � � � +Xn (2)

ifmi � � �mk andml � � �mn are paths in the graph
G(S) , such that mi and ml share a parent, and

mk and mn share a child. From the graph in

Figure 8, the following equations can be gener-
ated.

� X1 + X2 + X8 = X5 + X9

(paths m1;m2; n8 and m5; n9 share n7 as
parent and tail as child)

� X3+X8 = X4+X9

(m3 and m4 share n6 as parent, and n8 and
n9 share tail as child)

� X6+X4 = X7+X5

( n6 and n7 share the parent head, and m4

and m5 share the child n9)

� X7 +X1 +X2 = X6 +X3

( n7 and n6 share the parent head and m2

and m3 share the child n8)

Then our problem is to �nd a vector

X(X1 � � �Xn) which minimizes

cost(IS) = jX1 � �1j+ � � �+ jXn � �nj (3)

subject to all the equations generated according

to Equation 2 and

�i � Xi � !i; 1 � i � n:

The nonlinear objective function (3) with ab-

solute value terms can be transformed to a lin-

ear form as follows [7].
For each Xi in the total cost function (3),

Xi � �i = Ai �Bi; Ai; Bi � 0:

We can easily prove that

minf
X

jXi � �ijg = minf
X

(Ai +Bi)g:

We then solve the minimization problem of
the new objective function, f

P
(Ai+Bi)g, using

the simplex method [15] and obtain the min-
imum total cost cost(IS), along with a vector
X(X1 � � �Xn), where Xi is the length of object
mi.

3.4 With Global Constraints

Now we return to our question:

\Given M and R, is there a story S which we

can present in time T ?"

To answer this question, we need to constrain

the total length (global length) of the story. To
constrain this global length, we need to iden-
tify in the story the �rst and last events of the

story (i.e., the objects that start at the earliest

time and the object that end at the latest time).

However, it is not straightforward since the ob-

jects in the story are elastic. Consider the ex-
ample in Section 2.2. Either \bear", \pond", or

\waltz" can start at the earliest time, although



m1 m2

m3

m4

m5

tail
n7

n6

n9

n8

 S

head

Figure 9: Temporal graph with global con-

straint

we don't know which one because they are elas-
tic. Figure 4 shows an instance where \pond"
and \waltz" are the two earliest ones and Fig-
ure 7 shows an instance where \bear" is the ear-
liest.
The author can set the global time T , and

reset the spring constants (�S; �S ; !S) of story
S to:

(x; T; y); where �S � x � T � y � !S:

A node representing the new instance of story
S is added (Figure 9) to the temporal graph by

adding: (head! S) and (S ! tail).
We now proceed to solve the problem of ob-

taining a minimum cost schedule given an addi-
tional global constraint. Let � = fS1; S2 � � �Skg

and � = fE1; E2 � � �Elg. For each pair

(Si; Ej); Si 2 �; Ej 2 � :

� change the triple of Si and Ej to (0, 0, 0),

� compute the minimum cost schedule, Si;j,
and minimum total cost, Ci;j, as shown in

the previous section.

Then a pair (Si; Ej) which results in the min-

imum total cost scheduling (i.e., Si;j such that

Ci;j = minl;mfCl;mg) reects starting and end-

ing objects, which also minimizes the total cost.

Note that some �ne tuning of the algorithmmay
reduce the number of iterations by excluding

m1

m2 m3

tail

 ( 5, 10, 15)

(10, 20, 30)
(0,0,0)

(0,0,0)

(10, 16, 20)

head

Figure 10:

schedule m1 m2 m3
duration(cost)

1 20 (0) 10 (0) 10 (6)

2 26 (6) 10 (0) 16 (0)

3 22 (2) 8 (2) 14 (2)

Table 2: Three minimal cost schedules

those pairs (Si; Ej) which cannot be the start-

ing or ending nodes.
The temporal graph in Figure 9 is the one

augmented from that in Figure 8 by a global
constraint. The minimum and maximum global

lengths of the story is 10 and 20 as in Table 1.
The author may want to present it in exactly
15 seconds by changing the spring constants to
(15; 15; 15). The algorithm produces a mini-
mum total cost solution with pair (n7; n9) as

the starting and the ending node.

4 Fairness Consideration

We have assumed until now that the presen-

tation quality of an elastic multimedia object is

proportional to the distance between its optimal

duration and the scheduled duration. A mini-

mum cost schedule of an elastic story globally
optimizes the sum of the quality measures of

objects by minimizing the total cost as in Equa-
tion (3). However, this approach often results

in signi�cant di�erences between the objects in

terms of fairness.
Consider a temporal graph of a story with



three objects as shown in Figure 10 and its min-

imal cost schedules in Table 2. The minimum

total cost is 6, and three schedules that incur

the same minimum cost are listed. However,

in schedule 1 and 2, all of the cost is applied

to one object, while in schedule 3 the cost is

uniformly distributed across all three objects.

We say that schedule 3 is fairer than the other

two. The simplex method �nds the minimal

schedule from one of the extreme points of the

convex polyhedral, which is de�ned by the fea-

sible solution set of the constraints. In doing

so, it chooses a set of variables which can be set

to zero and tends to generate skewed schedules.

The schedules 1 or 2 will be such an example.

Intuitively, our goal is to obtain a schedule in
which the cost(IS) is spread across the objects
(as in schedule 3) uniformly, subject to the con-

straints.
We can formulate our problem to minimize

the following objective function:

cost(Q) = (X1 � opt1)
2 + � � �+ (Xn � optn)

2

With a set of linear constraints and the
quadratic objective function, we can solve this

minimization problem using the quadratic pro-
gramming technique [7]. If the constraints
are consistent, the technique will �nd a so-
lution vector, X(X1; :::;Xn) which minimizes
cost(Q). The solution is optimal with respect

to the objective function, and provides fair-
ness. Furthermore, the solution is unique if
the constraints are satis�able. But unlike in
linear programming, where symbolic computa-

tion is su�cient, quadratic programming will

involve numerical methods, thus causing com-

putational ine�ciency. We propose below ap-

proaches of obtaining fairness by iterating the
simplex method.

4.1 More Linear Programming

on Fairness

Let Cmin be the minimal cost in (3). By an-
other iteration of the simplex method, we can

minimize the cost of the most unfairly scheduled

object. In the second iteration, we minimize the

new objective function

max
i
fjXi � optijg) (4)

with an added constraint

Cmin =
X

jXi � optij: (5)

This scheme results in a schedule with mini-

mum worst-case-component among all the pos-

sible minimum cost schedules. In the example

in Figure 10 and Table 2, the components with

largest costs are m3 (cost 6) in schedule 1 and

m1 (cost 6), in schedule 2. In schedule 3, the

worst case cost is 2. Thus the above scheme
generates schedule 3.

To minimize the objective function (4) involv-
ing the \max" term, we add new constraints

jXi � optij � F; (6)

for each i, for some F . Minimizing F using sim-
plex method results in a schedule which mini-
mizes (4).

Fairness can also be improved by averaging

the skewed schedules generated by the simplex
method. In each step of the iteration, we iden-
tify a set of objects which have been unfairly
scheduled using some measure. We form a new
objective function which minimizes the cost of

the objects in this set, while preserving the min-
imum total cost requirement by adding Equa-

tion 5 to the set of constraints. A new sched-

ule will reduce the cost of objects in this set,
while increasing the costs of other objects which

were favored previously. Let S1; S2; :::; Sk be the
minimal cost schedules thus generated. We get

S =
P

i ai�Si, where
P

i ai = 1 and ai � 0. This

S results in a fairer treatment of each object
which has been unfairly treated while preserv-
ing the minimal cost. If we average the sched-

ules 1 and 2 in Table 2, the resulting schedule is

(23,10,13) with cost (3, 0, 3). This is fairer than

schedule 1 and 2, while satisfying the minimum
cost requirement.



5 Experiences

The elastic time model has been implemented

in Smalltalk/OS2 as part of the Isis authoring

environment at the IBM T.J. Watson Research

Center. Isis has provided the multimedia sub-

strate for the Home Health-care Prototype Sys-

tem for Children with Leukemia [11, 18], which

IBM Research has jointly developed with New

England Medical Center. The Isis system is be-

ing �eld-tested currently for building computer-

based training systems by non-programmers.

The architecture of the system, implementa-

tion, and usability issues are beyond the scope

of this paper. In this section, we provide a

brief discussion summarizing our experiences of
working with the system as authors, and of ob-

serving authors who are non-programmers. We
have learned that the spring system metaphor
is an e�ective one. Authors have found stretch-
ing or shrinking media segments such as texts
or images most useful.

As for estimating how much time it would
take to produce a document, the simplex al-
gorithm is, in a worst case situation, an expo-
nential time method. In practice, however, the

algorithm is known to be linear in the number
of constraints for most applied problems. Most
multimedia stories that our users constructed
consisted of less than 20 temporally-related ob-
jects. (These were then linked by using user

events such as pressing of a button [16], pro-
viding a layered model for documents). For all

practical purposes, the response time of the sys-

tem is well within the acceptable range. For in-
stance, the time it takes to schedule a typical

10 object story, including a fairness scheme of
optimizing the cost of the most unfairly sched-

uled object, takes approximately 0.35 { 0.71 sec-
onds on a PS2/Model 95. the variance is due to

the di�erences in the complexities of the con-
straints. When a global constraint is added,

it takes another 0.43 { 0.69 seconds to obtain

an alternative schedule. Given a global con-
straint, the system takes the result of the initial

optimal schedule, incrementally adds the global

constraint, and computes an alternative.

As the number of temporally-related objects

grows arbitrarily and as the complexities of the

document increase, an interactive system such

as ours can bene�t from an incrementalmethod.

We are investigating incremental algorithms for

building multimedia documents as interactive

constraint systems.

6 Conclusions

We have presented the elastic time model for

multimedia documents. We have described elas-

tic stories: an elastic story consists of a set

of elastic objects and a set of temporal rela-
tionships that are de�ned among the objects.

An elastic object is associated with a triple
of lengths (spring constants): a minimum, a
maximum, and an optimum length. An elas-
tic story (document) also is associated with its
corresponding spring constants. As the spring
constants for a given object can be changed to

reect changing requirements, the spring con-
stants for an elastic story, which are supplied
by the constraint system, can also be modi�ed.
As a result, expressive power and exibility is
increased in authoring and browsing the docu-

ments.

We have provided a method of obtaining
an optimal cost schedule for an elastic story.

We have also addressed the issue of fairness

in scheduling multimedia stories, and presented
approaches to achieve fairness.

The elastic time model presented here may

have applicability beyond the multimedia doc-
ument systems. Any planning system that in-

volves time, and therefore is subject to uncer-
tainties in time, may bene�t from an approach

such as the proposed elastic time model. It

not only provides tolerance to uncertainties, but

also provides the users with the capabilities for

actively participating in the planning, or the de-
sign, process.
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